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EDITING 
 
The following changes have been made to the original layout of the diary: each 
month begins on a new page; the names of the days of the week have been 
written in full; and the space at the end of each double page has been omitted 
so that the entries for each month run on. Examples of the original layout can 
be seen in Facsimiles 1-3. 

The original spelling and punctuation have been retained. Sic has been 
used sparingly, mainly to indicate irregular spellings or constructions that might 
otherwise be mistaken for transcribal or typographical errors. All other editorial 

additions or corrections are inserted in [ ]. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The diarist and her family 
Emily Halley (1850-1938) was the daughter of Scottish physician Dr Alexander 
Halley (1823-1875) and Emily Harland (1826-1910), the eldest of a large family 
which in 1875 comprised four daughters ranging in age from twenty-five to 
ten and three sons aged twenty-two, nineteen and thirteen. Three further 
daughters died young (see Family Tree). At the opening of the diary, the family 
lived at 16 Harley Street at the corner of Cavendish Square in the fashionable 
west-central Marylebone area of London, the heart of the medical 

establishment. On census night in 1871, with all the children still living at 
home, the household also included two young female ‘visitors’, one of them a 
niece who later featured in the diary, along with four servants, described as a 
nurse, a cook, a housemaid and a footman. The nurse, Hannah Ford, known 
affectionately as ‘Nursey’, who was originally from Wiltshire, had been with 
the family since Emily was born.1 By 1875, the two older sons, Alexander 
(Alick) and Ronald, were mostly away from home as they embarked on their 
careers in the City.  

Dr Alexander Halley, an only child, was raised in Dunkeld in highland 
Perthshire. His father, the son of a clergyman, was a wine merchant in Madeira 
and seems to have left his son in Scotland for part of his childhood. His mother, 
Elizabeth Hay, was a shadowy figure. He was educated from his teenage years 

at the University of Edinburgh medical school, graduating in 1841, and took 
further training, including in obstetrics, at the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary and 
University College London.2 His Edinburgh doctoral thesis, dated 1844, is 
titled ‘Observations Connected with the Natural History and Climate of the 
Island of Madeira’, which was based on research undertaken ‘during a short 
residence in the Island of Madeira during the winter of 1839-40’.3 He clearly 
knew the island well and visited often. He also took a tour of Europe between 
June and November 1845, accompanying his friend and sponsor Benjamin 
Moccatta, who may also have been a student in Edinburgh.4 Halley joined the 
Celtic Lodge of Edinburgh & Leith in 1844 and was also a member of the 
Grand Lodge of Scotland, both Freemason societies then popular with the 
professional middle classes.5 

While studying in Edinburgh, Halley became friends with fellow medical 
student William Harland through whom he met his wife, William’s sister 
Emily. The Harlands were a large and wealthy medical and engineering family 
from north Yorkshire. Emily’s father, like brother William, was an Edinburgh-
trained medical man who later in life served as mayor of Scarborough. Another 
brother, Edward Harland, also educated in Edinburgh, was co-founder of the 
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celebrated Belfast ship-building firm of Harland & Wolff, makers of the ill-
fated Titanic. He was knighted and served as both mayor and MP for Belfast.6 
Dr Alexander Halley’s first significant medical post was in Leeds, where he was 
appointed physician to the local dispensary in 1846  and from where he courted 
Emily Harland.7 With limited finances, their engagement was long, but his 
prospects improved with his father’s death in 1847 and they married a few years 
later. The marriage, which took place in Scarborough, was announced in the 
Caledonian Mercury.8 Yet despite an inheritance and his medical income, the 
Halley family finances were always strained, and Emily’s wealthy father was 
often approached for assistance.9 By 1848, Dr Halley was in London, living in 
Wimpole Street, his ‘Scottishness’ apparent when he appeared as witness at the 
Central Criminal Court in a case against a jeweller charged with fraudulent 

hallmarking. The jeweller, called Robert Gordon, possibly also a Scot, had made 
Halley ‘a portion of a Highland purse, called a “sporrel”, which he required to 
be made in silver.’10 Gordon was found guilty. The same year Halley was the 
dedicatee of a manuscript collection of Gaelic songs penned by Donald 
MacPherson, a military man from Badenoch who in later life owned a bookshop 
in Pimlico, London. He gifted other volumes of his poetry and prose to the 
Highland Society of London, which were in Halley’s keeping by the 1870s.11 
 
Scots in London 
Though the details of Dr Alexander Halley’s medical practice are little known, 
his involvement in Scottish organisations in London was considerable and well 
recorded. In 1864, for instance, he was listed in the press as one of a number 
of representatives from the Highland Society of London, the Caledonian 
Society of London, the London Scottish Rifle Volunteers, the Scottish Hospital 
and the Caledonian Asylum who had met in the Scottish Hospital to form 
themselves into a committee with the aim of building a ‘Scottish hall’ in 
London ‘for the business purposes of the various Scottish societies in London 
and for other national objects.’12 In August 1870, Dr Halley took the chair at 
the quarterly meeting of the Edinburgh University Club in London, held at the 
Mitre Hotel, Hampton Court. The event comprised a dinner, speeches and 
toasts. Mainly attended by fellow medics, Dr Halley urged the members to 
exert themselves to bring in new recruits from other backgrounds.13 He was a 
prominent figure at the 1870 St Andrew’s Day celebrations held by the Scottish 
Corporation, a long-established charity for support of the Scottish poor in the 

capital city, of which he was a director. Held in the Freemasons Tavern with 
the duke of Argyll the guest of honour and all those present wearing Highland 
dress, the hall was decked out with ‘numerous clan badges and tartan 
emblazonments.’14 Though the dinner was a male-only affair with 460 tickets 
sold, the ‘ladies’ gallery was graced by an unusually large gathering of fair 
occupants.’ The music was provided by the band of the London Scottish Rifle 
Volunteers and the Queen’s piper, and speeches were made in support of the 
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royal family, the military establishment and all matters Scottish, including the 
Scottish Corporation. A lengthy list of charitable donations to the latter was 
appended to the newspaper report. Dr Halley’s role in the Gaelic Society of 
London was also prominent and according to contemporary report, he ‘was 
believed to possess the most complete library of Gaelic literature in London.’15 
He was also, with Lord Elcho, one of the founders of the London Scottish 
Rifles Volunteer Corps in the late 1850s.16 He acted as treasurer to a 
subcommittee for raising money in London for the completion of the Wallace 
Monument near Stirling in 1869.17 Dr Halley’s all-embracing interest in 
Highland culture extended to the bagpipes and his studies of pipe music were 
published.18 Indeed, it is fair to say that there was not a society or a committee 
or cultural occasion in London with Scottish and particularly Highland 

associations of which he was not a member or supporter, a fact noted in an 
obituary in the London and Scottish Review that marked his sudden death 
aged just fifty-one in February 1875.19 In another obituary in the Morning Post, 
it was recorded that just prior to his death, ‘Dr Halley attended a general court 
of the Highland Society on Saturday, at which he advocated with earnest zeal 
a contribution towards the institution of a chair for the Celtic languages in the 
University of Edinburgh.’20  

Dr Halley’s years in London marked a high point in the number of Scots 
travelling to the British capital in search of careers and opportunities.21 Scots in 
London no longer faced the discrimination they experienced a century before 
and were well integrated at all levels of society.22 Indeed, the medical profession 
was dominated by those educated in Scotland, including many English 
practitioners, arising from the pre-eminence of Scotland’s medical schools in 
Europe. Scottish culture and material culture were fashionable in Britain and 
beyond, reflected in popular literature and song and in the Highlands as a 
favoured holiday destination, inspired by the royal family at Balmoral and made 
possible by cheap railway travel. The London Scotsman: A Review and 
Newspaper for Scotsmen at Home and Abroad, a weekly priced 4d, was first 
published in 1867 and included news, reviews and longer articles, such as a 
‘Portrait Gallery of Eminent Scotsmen’, designed with the interests of 
expatriate Scots in mind. The flavour of this newspaper was distinctly 
masculine, reflecting the many male Scots who had long gravitated to London, 
particularly those associated with the professions and commerce.  
 

1875: The Year of the Diary 
Emily Halley, our diarist, had no idea how much her life would change in 1875 
as she wrote the New Year’s Day entry detailing ordinary family activity and 
with a passing mention of ‘Papa’s bad cough.’ The year was not particularly 
remarkable. Disraeli was in his second term as Prime Minister and Queen 
Victoria was thirty-five years into her reign, still living in secluded widowhood 
following the death of Prince Albert from typhoid fever in 1861. The mid 
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1870s marked a highpoint of anti-monarchy republican feeling in Britain, 
though this was not in evidence amongst the Halley circle of family and friends. 
The following year, the Royal Titles Act officially recognised Victoria as the 
‘Empress of India’, heralding the start of Britain’s apogee of empire-building 
and jingoistic nationalism. There was massive colonial expansion in Africa and 
the Far East from the 1870s to 1914, aided by the new technologies of railway 
and telegraph. Britain was rich and flourishing, with improving real wages for 
the working population and a revolution in consumerism, marked by the 
popularity of new branded goods and a modernising retail sector dominated by 
spectacular West End department stores catering for middle-class women like 
Emily and her mother.23 The Public Health Act of 1875 marked a major step 
forward in the further improvement of water supply and urban sewage systems, 

a necessity underlined in the diary where we read on 22 June of Emily’s little 
goddaughter having died of cholera. Other legislation the same year allowed 
for the better regulation of working-class housing and slum clearance. But 
though there were changes for the better, metropolitan political corruption and 
business fraud were widespread, as reported almost daily in the press and 
reflected in one of the great novels of the year, Anthony Trollop’s The Way 
We Live Now.24  

In the Halley family, ‘the way we live now’ as recorded by eldest daughter 
Emily at the start of the year, comprised a comfortable round of family visits, 
the older brothers coming and going from work, trips to the pantomime with 
the younger children to see ‘Cinderella’ and ‘Babes in the Wood’ and Sunday 
services at the nearby Anglican St Peters Church or the Portman Chapel, which 
was episcopalian and where she also taught at the Sunday school. There were 
tea parties and dinners, lectures and concerts, walks and train rides to see nearby 
friends and, of course, shopping, the latter recorded in Emily’s cash accounts 
and dominated by personal items of dress and small gifts. Though the Halley 
men all pursued careers, none of the Halley women ever worked for a living, 
unlike most women at the time. They were part of a small and privileged 
minority – no more than 12 per cent of the population – that lived lives of 
leisure and sociability, focussed on family and the cultivation of certain forms 
of feminised middle-class domestic culture that proclaimed the family’s status.25 
Elite women’s lives were changing, of course. In 1868 the first women were 
admitted to study at the University of London, just a few years after Elizabeth 
Garret Anderson became the first woman to qualify as a physician and surgeon. 

The Married Women’s Property Act of 1870 marked a revolution in women’s 
financial rights in Britain and though women’s right to vote in national 
elections was still many decades ahead, the women’s suffrage movement was 
gathering pace in America and from 1870 in Britain women were permitted to 
stand as candidates for local authority school boards, marking their first entry 
to public office holding. None of this registered in Emily Halley’s diary, though 
it is notable how much freedom of movement she enjoyed as a single young 
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lady, much more than her mother when she was unmarried, going to galleries 
alone, travelling by train unaccompanied and visiting her numerous friends.26  

In early February 1875, the Halley family were fully occupied in preparing 
for one of the winter season’s social highlights – the Gaelic Society Ball held in 
the middle of the month. Her father and brothers were stewards for the event 
and everyone in the family practiced their Scotch reels in advance. The weather 
was dreadful, and they all had colds, bad enough to keep Emily from church 
two Sundays in a row, but nothing was going to spoil this family treat, which 
saw dancing from 9.40pm through to the early hours of the morning, with Dr 
Halley as the chairman overseeing the whole and giving the votes of thanks. 
The Halley family party was made up of Scottish and English friends, including 
Mr and Mrs Eggar from Hampshire and their son Samuel, who Emily 

eventually married. Just a fortnight later, on 25 February, the Halley family’s 
world fell apart when ‘dear Papa’ was taken ill with apoplexy (probably a stroke) 
and died that evening. The funeral on 2 March was attended by representatives 
from his many clubs and societies in addition to many fellow London Scots and 
medical professionals. 

For all widowed families, even the privileged like this one, the death of 
the male head of household and breadwinner was dramatic in its implications, 
though happily for Mrs Halley her prosperous elderly father and siblings as well 
as friends quickly rallied in support. There were immediate legal processes to 
undergo, including an inventory of Dr Halley’s property, with Nursey and a 
Mrs Flint going through the house on 9 March to value the furniture for 
‘probate day’. The Harley Street house was rented, as was usual amongst all 
classes in the nineteenth century, and too expensive for their changed 
circumstances, so Emily and her mother swiftly set about looking for 
somewhere cheaper but not so far away and had settled by 10 March on a 
property in Elgin Road in Notting Hill, about an hour’s walk to the west, but 
still within easy reach of central London.27 They had to break the lease on the 
Harley Street house and were relieved when a replacement medical tenant had 
been found by 27 March. After some remedial works in the new house, with 
Emily and Nursey overseeing the packing in Harley Street – including the 
packing of her father’s Gaelic books for sale, along with his medical books and 
instruments – and the younger children sent off to friends to keep them out of 
the way, the family moved and were settling into their new home within six 
weeks of Dr Halley’s unexpected death. It was a social come down for the 

family, but the house in Elgin Road, part of a terrace with a basement and three 
floors that was built in the 1860s, had some modern conveniences, including a 
proper bathroom, with Emily recording the pleasure of taking a ‘bath’ in her 
diary entry for 14 April. Westbourne Grove, the nearby main shopping street, 
was a fashionable thoroughfare and Brunel’s Paddington Station, with its 
numerous suburban railway services, was nearby. The house suited the family 
so well that Mrs Halley, having received a life insurance pay out of £3,019 
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following the death of her husband, purchased it later that year and lived out 
the remainder of her long life in the property.  

The family’s financial circumstances are not apparent from the diary, but 
they did not live so well as they had before. The footman, an expensive servant 
probably connected with Dr Halley’s public-facing medical practice, had to go 
and thereafter they managed with fewer staff, with Emily occasionally lending 
a hand in the kitchen, since she noted frequent jam, marmalade and cake 
making in her diary. Emily’s pin money, as recorded in her accounts, was not 
so great as at the start of the year. Dr Halley’s medical colleagues and ‘special 
friends’ raised a testimonial subscription of £700 for supporting the family, 
which was handed to them by ‘dear Lady Burrows’, wife of the president of 
the Royal College of Physicians, on 21 May. Testimonials of this sort were a 

common way of rewarding public service on retirement or death and the sum 
represented something in the order of six-months income from a good 
physician’s practice.28 A family friend, Mr Eggar, a surveyor by profession, and 
eldest son Alick Halley were appointed trustees for Mrs Halley in her 
widowhood to help her manage her income, as was conventional in this class, 
though whether the income was from investments or property rentals or both, 
as seems likely, is not revealed. Nor is it apparent if her wealth – for clearly, 
she was still a comfortably off woman by contemporary standards – was derived 
from her own family or generated by her husband. When she died many years 
later, she left a solid fortune.29 

The different members of the Halley family saw other changes to their life 
after Dr Halley’s death. Their expatriate Scottish circle in London was much 
diminished as far as the women were concerned, since it mostly operated 
through male organisations and professional networks. This was less apparent 
for Emily’s brothers, with both Alick and Ronald, who was learning to play 
the pipes, active in the London Scottish Rifle Volunteer regiment, though 
neither appeared to have inherited their father’s interest in Gaelic literature and 
culture. The girls went often to view the London Scottish regimental 
ceremonials and parades, but Mrs Halley’s social life now revolved around her 
family of birth and their friends. On 5 July, for example, she left London for a 
visit to Buxton, the genteel Derbyshire spa town, with her older sister Mary, 
who was unwell, and brother-in-law the Reverend William Metcalfe, along 
with their daughter Edith (Edie). From Buxton they all travelled to Everton in 
Liverpool where Metcalfe was the vicar – succeeded a few years later by eldest 

son William Harland Metcalfe. She returned to London on 19 July, ‘looking 
better for the change’ as recorded by Emily. A visit to the Hampshire seaside 
with the younger children and servants followed in August and in October Mrs 
Halley went to Henley by train to spend a few days visiting old friends Gustav 
Schwabe and his wife Helen at their country house Yewden Lodge. Schwabe 
was a German-Jewish shipowner and financier of great wealth. He was an art 
collector and patron and a major financial backer for Harland & Wolff, the 
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Belfast shipbuilding partnership between Edward Harland, Mrs Halley’s 
brother, and Gustav Wolff, who was Schwabe’s nephew.30 Helen Schwabe 
came from a Liverpool mercantile background. The families had known one-
another for decades. 

Such frequent visiting relied considerably on the public transport network, 
for though the Halley family occasionally hired private coaches they did not 
own one of their own – even when Dr Halley was alive – for the expense in 
London was equal to the inconvenience when suburban sprawl called for faster 
modes of travel. Central London to Henley, for instance, a distance of forty 
miles, took just ninety minutes by train after the opening of the branch line in 
1857. The journey by road took over four hours.31 The Metropolitan 
Underground Railway, which connected nearby Paddington with Euston and 

King’s Cross, was opened in 1863, with numerous branch lines added over the 
following years linking the north and south suburbs of London. There was a 
station at Notting Hill by 1875, which the Halley family often used. On 21 
July, Emily noted that she left Notting Hill Station at 9.30, changed trains at 
Addison Road (Kensington) and Clapham Junction (Battersea, south of the 
river) for the south-west main line and arrived at Bentley in Hampshire by 
mid-day, where she was going to visit the Eggar family – almost ninety miles 
covered by train during a morning. Before leaving home, she (like others of 
her class and age) will doubtless have consulted her copy of Bradshaw’s Railway 
Guide, the regularly updated volume of timetables, or one of the competitor-
publications.32 She made this complex journey alone, despite the moral panics 
of the day provoked by fears of the sexual dangers that many felt lurked in 
railway carriages for genteel young women out and about unaccompanied.33 
Once in rural Hampshire, however, with only limited public transport, she was 
taken around the county on visits and sightseeing trips by pony carriage, driven 
by Sam Eggar, with others in the Eggar family party travelling on a less 
comfortable waggonette, an open carriage with bench seats down each side to 
accommodate up to ten passengers. 

Emily also travelled by steamboat during the year of her diary, making an 
extended visit to her uncle Edward Harland at his country house Eden Vale 
near Belfast, setting out from Euston Station on 9 September, changing trains 
at Preston for Fleetwood and taking the 8.00pm scheduled sailing arriving early 
the next morning. She was met by her cousin Edie in the Harland family 
brougham, a superior covered carriage with a coachman and footman behind. 

She remained in Ireland for a month, undertaking the expected round of 
sociable visits and walks, shopping trips and Sunday church services. There 
were frequent social encounters with Samuel Smiles and his wife, then resident 
nearby in Belfast while visiting their son William, a local rope manufacturer. 
This was the famous, Scottish-born journalist, author and political reformer 
known for his books Self-Help, with Illustrations of Character and Conduct 
(1859) and Thrift (1875), both best-sellers, which detailed the rags-to-riches 
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biographies of distinguished entrepreneurs, including Edward Harland (though 
he hardly started in ‘rags’) and his old friend Gustav Wolff. Smiles, who was 
medically trained in Edinburgh, had worked in Leeds in his early newspaper 
career, so may have known Dr Alexander Halley.34 Emily visited the Harland 
& Wolff shipyards on 5 October, marvelling at the ships under construction 
and the machine shops, which together employed c.2,000 skilled men. Though 
the family connection prompted the occasion, this sort of industrial-site visiting 
was not unusual and formed a regular part of the nineteenth-century middle-
class tourist’s itinerary. The ‘great exhibition’ movement, starting with Crystal 
Palace in 1851, reflected a parallel popular interest in the spectacle of industrial 
invention and techno-tourism.35 Emily clearly enjoyed the day, though her 
own taste as reflected elsewhere in the diary was more towards art and picture 

gallery going than science and industry museums, though she did visit the South 
Kensington Museum in June, which was a forerunner of both the V&A and 
the nearby Science Museum and included industrial and patent office exhibits. 

Emily returned to London after a month in Ireland via the same overnight 
paddle steamer crossing. She took the 7.00am Fleetwood to London train, 
stopping at Crewe for coffee (and, presumably, though this is not recorded, a 
‘comfort break’ since trains did not have toilets until c.1900) and then went on 
to Euston, arriving late afternoon. Back home, she slotted into the usual family 
routines, with church the next day and Sunday school teaching. Samuel Eggar 
was an early visitor once she was back home. Other than her immediate family, 
he featured more often in the diary than any other male acquaintance and they 
eventually married. But this was not until she was in her early thirties, five years 
later, and it is possible that they had to wait until one of the younger sisters, 
Ellen, was of an age to take on the role of her widowed-mother’s companion.  
 
Afterwards 
Diary keeping was a common practice amongst Victorians, male and female.36 
It was encouraged as part of religious and moral discipline, so it is no surprise 
that Emily’s diary includes details of the church services and evangelical 
meetings she attended. It was part of a cultivated routine, designed to develop 
habits of virtuous reflection, though Emily committed little by way of ‘soul 
searching’ to paper – and served as an aide memoire of everyday things and 
events for sharing with family and friends. The diaries of the famous were often 
published – those of ordinary people like Emily Halley were normally lost with 

the passing generations. The survival of such a diary as this is a relatively rare 
phenomenon.  

Yet the Halley family as a whole and their wider kin are well-served by 
personal archives, mainly held by the University of Dundee. This is down to 
the descendants of the youngest of Emily’s sisters, Annie (1865-1946). She 
married Alexander Graham Low, a wealthy businessman born in Mexico, and 
seems to have become the guardian of the Halley family records, as well as the 
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personal papers of the Harlands and several other connections by marriage 
spanning several generations.37 A diarist and amateur artist, Annie travelled 
widely with her husband, who had business interests as far apart as Ceylon and 
South America. Her eldest son Alexander Halley Low was a geologist and 
mining engineer in Canada and Peru and his son, the photojournalist Alexander 
John Stewart Low, passed the family archive to the University of Dundee. 
Some of the personal papers of Emily’s other sister, Ellen, who never married, 
have survived in the Dundee collection along with those of brother Alick, a 
bank clerk in 1875 whose activities as a young man are recorded in the diary.  

Alick’s life changed significantly when he entered the Canon’s Theological 
School in Lincoln in 1878 and was ordained an Anglican priest in 1881, 
spending the rest of his career as a parish vicar in the southern counties of 

England.38 Emily’s life also changed when she married Samuel Eggar in 1881 
after a long courtship. Their first home was just a short walk from Mrs Halley, 
at 35 Lansdowne Street in Notting Hill, and after several other London 
addresses, they lived out their retirement years in Sussex at The Firs, Epsom, a 
large villa in the fashionable ‘Tudor-Bethan’ style, built in 1885.39 The couple 
had two sons and two daughters. Samuel Eggar had a successful commercial 
career and was one of the partners in the city firm of coal shippers and colliery 
agents, Cheney, Eggar & Forrester. Emily and Samuel’s second son, John 
Eggar, was made a partner in the firm in 1909.40 The eldest, William Halley 
Eggar, was a medical doctor in Hassocks, Sussex, for decades, continuing a 
long-established family tradition on the Halley/Harland side of the family.  

Emily died in 1938 in great old age. Much was changed since 1875, but 
her wider family and their undertakings still flourished. Harland & Wolff 
remained a major player in international shipbuilding, having expanded into 
Govan in Glasgow as demand increased on the eve of the First World War. 
The various London Scottish societies with which her father was involved and, 
in some cases, helped to found, still existed, as they do today. Harley Street was 
and continues as a centre of the medical profession. And the Eggar family into 
which she married, remains to this day a prominent presence in the village of 
Bentley in Hampshire just as they were when Emily visited. 
 

Stana Nenadic 
University of Edinburgh  

3 January 2023 
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